
        
 
  

GPM is an independent, employee-owned portfolio management and advisory firm founded in 1993. We manage money for a diverse base of private clients and advise 

on financial planning strategy and investing. Our team culture promotes high quality critical thinking to support clients holistically, leveraging nearly eighty years of combined 

experience. Team members invest in GPM portfolio holdings alongside our clients. Investing involves risk.  Losses can occur and there can be no assurance that your investment 

objectives will be realized.                
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Retirement Planning and Cash Flow Modeling 
 
Success in business starts with a clear, well-conceived plan that is executed with discipline.  The same is true in personal 
financial planning and investment management.  GPM's experienced team considers the long-term variables that affect 
the growth of your wealth and the income it produces.  This is especially important in financial and investment planning 
for retirement.   Our investment management clients want GPM to be engaged early to help identify important holistic 
retirement planning strategies, leverage powerful tools, and consider techniques that can have substantial benefits 
throughout that long and rewarding next stage of life.  Good planning should start many years before you approach 
retirement.  Our commitment to client support and long-term track record of success are two important reasons why 
GPM’s client retention rate is near 100%. 
 
GPM’s retirement planning work begins with the creation of your personal wealth management website (PWM), 
supported by our robust eMoney technology platform.  Working collaboratively, we’ll help develop an exceptionally well-
tailored strategy to confidently transform your vision into reality.  Our detailed, long-term retirement planning projections 
map out your assets, capital additions, and portfolio growth using conservative return assumptions.  We incorporate cash 
flow from all income sources, your estimated living expenses, and inflation impacts.  In summary, GPM supplies the critical 
insight you need to be confident that your wealth and other sources of income will support your long-range vision. 
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Our data-backed retirement planning projections provide the knowledge you need to be confident that the fruits of your 
labor - your wealth and other sources of income will support a comfortable retirement lifestyle or enable you to work 
less on your terms.   
 
 

 
 
 
GPM eMoney Tax Planning and Modeling Insight 
 
GPM uses realistic baseline assumptions and portfolio realization models to calculate all tax implications including: 
 
✓ State and federal income tax, short and long-term capital gains tax on assumed turnover, preferentially taxed 

dividend income, taxable and tax-exempt interest income, and tax on social security when applicable.   
 

✓ Tax calculations account for Roth conversions and charitable contributions made directly from retirement accounts. 
 

✓ Tax rates changes are applied dynamically as components of income and expenses progress over time. 
 

✓ Will take the standard deduction or itemize, depending which works best - all on a year-to-year basis throughout the 
lifetime of modeling projections.   

 

✓ We also build in inflation assumptions which are applied to living expenses, social security benefits, and other 
variables when applicable.   

 

✓ Different planning scenarios and long-term holistic implications can be considered side by side. 
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